SUSTAINABLE
ADA
Calling All
Contributors...
www.sustainableada.com

Building a better world requires all
hands on deck.
Sustainable ADA Contributor
If we are to ensure that
Cardano’s full potential is
unlocked, education is the key.
With your help, together, we will
be able to get more stories told.
Provide more resources and help
inspire a wider audience,
worldwide.
As we are currently a small team,
with a big vision and modest
budget thanks to Project Catalyst
and the support of voters
through Funds 6 and 7, we are
therefore offering what we see as
a humble yet fair amount for fair
work completed.
We have submitted several
proposals in Fund 8 of Catalyst,
and we hope to receive more
funding with the help of the
voting Cardano community.

We are actively working on
developing projects and building
a sustainable business model so
that we can operate with a larger
budget, and fairly compensate
even more of our collaborators
for their contributions, as we
grow a global, decentralized
Sustainable ADA team and
community.
In addition to looking for native
language speakers for proof
reading/translation work, we are
also looking for content creators.
Perhaps you are an experienced
writer/journalist/blogger? Maybe
you’re looking for a chance to
improve your writing skills, whilst
writing about topics that you’re
passionate about?
We can offer editorial support
and guidance, help you develop
your craft and refine your skills.
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Content Creation Budget

Proofreading our articles in your native language (shared with us at
sustainableada@gmail.com via a google doc shared link):

a) 1 day turnaround = $40USD (paid in ADA)
b) More than 1 day turnaround = $25USD (paid in ADA)
Original content in your native language on a Cardano project that
Sustainable ADA have interviewed/written about already but from
a different angle:
c) $50USD (paid in ADA) (500 - 1000 words) (We would like a
maximum 1 week turnaround from the day you are given the green
light to the day of publishing on the Sustainable ADA website.)
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Original content in your native language on a Cardano project that
Sustainable ADA has not interviewed/written about:

a) Send us your pitch (Summarised in 50 words). If we like it, we will
commission you to write it.
b) $50 - $75USD (paid in ADA) (500 - 1500 words) (We would like a
1-week maximum turnaround from the day you are given the green
light to the day of publishing on the Sustainable ADA website.)
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Who We Are Looking For
Targeting initially 13 native
language speakers in key
languages in the Cardano
ecosystem:
Spanish
Portuguese
Mandarin
Arabic
French
Japanese
Swahili
German
Amharic
Oromo
Indonesian
Russian
Hindi

Essential:
Native speaker of a language
from our list above
English language skills (for
communications
with
Sustainable ADA)
Google workplace skills (google
docs etc)
Close attention to detail
Flexible
(time
zone
adaptability)
Responsive - as we go through
the online editing process via
comments and suggestions on a
google doc
Support Sustainable ADA vision
and mission
Values driven

Desirable:
Marketing, communications, and social media skills (Telegram,
Discord, Twitter, LinkedIn)
Fluent bi-lingual language skills (English plus another
language from our list above)
Experienced translator
Experienced writer
Experience in education/journalism/blogging/research
Cardano/blockchain/crypto enthusiast
Knowledge of sustainability and related topics of interest to
Sustainable ADA
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What we Offer

A chance to develop professionally as a freelance contributor at
Sustainable ADA
Remuneration paid in ADA (valued in $ USD) within 1 week of receipt
of completed work
Support as part of a decentralized yet close-knit team.
Weekly online-meet ups and monthly events to discuss and connect
with other changemakers in the Cardano, blockchain4good, and
nft4good ecosystem
Mentoring and professional development opportunities via our
partners
Flexible working arrangements
Promotion of your work through our channels (online social media)
Networking opportunities
A professional reference and testimonial of your competences
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How to Apply

So, if you are interested in supporting Sustainable ADA in
achieving its Vision and Mission and have the skills we are
looking for, then please:
1) Complete the form here
2) Make sure to attach a 1-2 page CV and/or a
comprehensive LinkedIn profile in the google form
3) If you have evidence of previous work, please include
attachments or URL links in your form

Thank you for taking the time to
help us build the stepping stones to
a sustainable and equitable world
for all!
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